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Market Update — June 14th, 2019 

Hello – is this thing on?!? The spot resin markets were very quiet this past week and our completed 
volumes were below average - it was perhaps the slowest week of the year. After coming off a couple 
cents these past few weeks, spot Polyethylene and Polypropylene prices managed steady, but with a 
weak undertone. Market sentiment has been shifting towards negative amid falling energy / feedstock 
costs and weak international resin pricing. Supply chain resin inventories are really not burdensome, 
but the lack of current buying can quickly start to back up material, particularly commodity grade Poly-
ethylene. As long as export resin is flying off the shelf it all works just fine, but given the expanded 
production capacity, any slowdown in sales can seem exacerbated. Processors that took a $.03/lb PE 
contract increase in April and $.045/lb PP increase in May, would now like to see those increases 
come right back off. PP producers will pass through their pending June cost relief, PE producers will 
likely just dig in and try to keep contracts flat. Oh, the hurricane season officially began a couple 
weeks ago, just a heads up. 
 
The major energy markets were mixed in an active, but slightly less volatile week of trading. Similar to 
the previous week, WTI Crude Oil initially began with an uptick, but then failed, this time falling into 
negative territory. The July WTI futures contract settled Friday at $52.51/bbl, down a net $1.48/bbl. 
Brent Oil followed suit by shedding $1.28/bbl to $62.01/bbl. Nat Gas recovered about half of the 
losses seen the previous week, the July futures contract regained $.05/mmBtu to $2.387/mmBtu. 
Ethane values continued to drop, ending the week at $.17/gal ($.072/lb). Propane prices peeled back 
more, erasing another $.032/gal to $.434/gal ($.123/lb). 
 
The monomer markets saw good activity with strong volumes and mixed pricing. After briefly making 
new lows below $.12/lb during the previous week, prompt Ethylene continued where it left off - with 
June material changing hands up at $.125/lb and then it continued to climb higher daily. July Ethyl-
ene, which has already become in focus, reached up to $.14/lb, a weekly gain of about 10%. Propyl-
ene was quiet the first part of the week and then resumed leaking lower before PGP found willing 
buyers in the forward months. Prompt PGP still ended the week down more than a half-cent to just 
below $.325/lb; the forward peak is just above $.36/lb come June 2020. As spot PGP continues to 
erode, it guides negotiations lower and we expect June contracts to relinquish the same $.045/lb gain 
that it garnered for May. 
 
Spot Polyethylene trading has continued to lack luster, enthusiasm, volume and any other type of 
excitement for that matter – the market really just quieted down. Overall deal flow and subsequent 
completed transactions were below average as buyers worked through their inventories while waiting 
to see how June contract pricing shakes out. Although material was not offered to the market in huge 
quantities, there was enough resin readily available to fill orders as they arrived. Our spot prices were 
flat across the board this past week, but have already shed $.02/lb from the little spring run up and 
surprising April $.03/lb contract price increase. Another $.03/lb price increase is nominated for June, 
but implementation is unlikely and many buyers are already calling for a decrease. International resin 
markets have been dragged down by weak Crude Oil prices and barely buoyed by another attack on 
oil tankers in the Middle East. Although Geopolitical tensions are high, cheaper resin prices have 
been seen in Europe and China. All in, this market has quickly shifted towards bearish, but it is a 
nervous environment which can again change course with short notice. 
 
Spot Polypropylene trading was about average as processors came to fill in supply gaps, but still, it 
was nothing to write home about. Spot PP levels jumped a nickel from their March low, were flat this 
past week, but have already eased back 2-cents in June. The flow of fresh offers was steady, which 
seemed more resultant from weak demand rather than over-supply, as upstream PP inventories are 
actually quite tight due to production complications and solid upstream draws. Still, PGP monomer 
costs have subsided and since resin contracts have been following lock-step, June contracts should 
essentially reverse the May $.045/lb increase. Though PP producers do not rely on exports for mean-
ingful volume, offshore sales have grown to about 4% of total sales and overseas PP markets are 
now experiencing pressure due to expanded world-wide capacity and softer costs.  
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Resin for Sale 14,833,620 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Offer

HDPE - Inj 2,377,772          0.460$   0.500$   0.450$    0.490$   

HDPE - Blow 2,158,852          0.440$   0.500$   0.450$    0.490$   

PP Homo - Inj 2,112,668          0.500$   0.580$   0.510$    0.550$   

LDPE - Film 1,694,392          0.490$   0.570$   0.470$    0.510$   

LLDPE - Inj 1,694,392          0.500$   0.560$   0.480$    0.520$   

LLDPE - Film 1,587,312          0.430$   0.540$   0.440$    0.480$   

PP Copo - Inj 1,279,748          0.495$   0.620$   0.530$    0.570$   

HMWPE - Film 1,115,932          0.450$   0.500$   0.450$    0.490$   

LDPE - Inj 812,552             0.490$   0.560$   0.480$    0.520$   

TPE IndexSpot Range

HDPE Blow Molding 

1 Year 

PP Homopolymer 

1 Year 


